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A review of some of the recent experimental devel
opments concerning the ,  and  charmoniumlike
mesons states is presented.



Introduction

The ,  &  particles are an assortment of mesonresonance-like peaks that were discovered by the BaBar
and Belle  -factory experiments. A common feature is that
they are seen to decay to final states that contain charmed
(  ) and anticharmed (  ) quarks and, thus, almost certainly
contain a   quark pair among their constituent particles.
The spectrum of conventional mesons that are comprised of
only a   quark pair, i.e. the “charmonium mesons,” is generally considered to be the most well understood hadronic
system, both experimentally and theoretically, and most of

the  candidate states do not match well to any of the
remaining unassigned charmonium levels. As a result, at
least some of these states have been touted as candidates
for “exotic” mesons, i.e. mesons with a more complex substructure than the simple quark-antiquark anzatz of the venerable Quark-Parton-Model (QPM).
In particular, if the  states, seen by Belle as peaks in
 and
  invariant mass distributions [1] in
the
  [2] and   [3], respectively,
are mesons, they would necessarily have a minimal quark
substructure of    and be, therefore, manifestly exotic.
Here the experimental situation remains a bit uncertain in
that an analysis by the BaBar group does not confirm (or
contradict) Belle’s claim for the "!$##&%')(*+, - mass
peak [4]. The situation concerning the charged  states are
discussed at this meeting by Ruslan Chistov (Belle), Claudia Patrigiani (BaBar) and in a panel discussion chaired by
Ryan Mitchell. I provide some of my own comments on
the  states below.
Other topics covered here include: new results from

!$%.0/1)( ; a comment
Belle and CDF on the mass of the
on the 243 5 determination of the !6%.0/1( ; some discus
sion on the
and  states with masses near 3940 MeV
including the first public presentation of a new Belle study
of the process 7879;:<2>=? , which is dominated by a narrow peak near 3915 MeV.

The states with mass near 3940 MeV
In 2005, Belle reported observations of three states with

masses near 3940 MeV: the !$%)@#&')( , seen as a ACB A  mass
peak in exclusive D?-DE,28=FAGB A  annihilations [5]; the
G!$%)@#)'&( , seen as a near-threshold :<28=F mass peak in the
H
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decay IJK:<28=F [6]; and the L!$%)@%)')( , seen as a A A 
mass peak in untagged 7M7NOA A  events [7]. Of these,
only the "!6%@%)')( has been convincingly assigned to a previously unfilled charmonium level.
The "!6%@)%')( production angle distribution matches
well the P*QSRUT V0B behavior expected for a 2XWY1 meson and
its mass (%@&1@[ZX\ZX1 MeV), width ( 1@Z^]_'ZX1 MeV) &
787 production rate match well to expectations for the 1&`badc
  charmonium state, which is commonly called the  ecf
There is general agreement that the "!6%@)%')( is, in fact, the
dec .

The !$%@#)'&( is produced in association with a 28=F

in the DF-D)Egh28=F
!$%@#)'&( annihilation process, which
unambiguously fixes its i -parity as ijWlkm] . Furthermore, the only known charmonium states that are seen
to be produced via the process D?-D)En
28=Fo!$b ( have
,
which
provides
some
circumstantial
evidence that
2pWq
'

the !$%@#)'&( has 2rW,' . This, taken together with the

fact that the !$%@#)'&( was discovered via its AsB A  decay
channel and is not seen to decay to A A  – a decay channel that is preferred for '& and forbidden for 'UEt – indicates that 243 5uWv'wEt is its most likely quantum number
assignment. The unfilled 'UEt state with the closest exyx{z}|
pected mass value is the %
  , which potential model
predictions put at 4043 MeV (or higher) [8], well above

the !6%@#)')( ’s measured mass: %)@#01~Z^1Z+ MeV [9].
The !6%@#&')( mass is well above open-charm mass
thresholds for decays to A A  or AsB A  finally states, but
was discovered via its decay to the hidden charm :<28=F
final state. This implies an :<2>=? partial width that is much
larger than expectations for charmonium.

Are *tMt{ and g*MM{{ the same state?
In a recently reported study of AsB A  decays,
Belle searched for, and did not find, a signal for 
!6%@#)')( ; !6%@#&')(
AGB A  [10]. The quoted upper
limit on this mode corresponds to a lower limit on the
branching fraction ratio:

!6!$%)@#&')(-n:<28z =F~(z
' f /\
(1)

!$!6%@#&')(-A B A  (
at the 90% confidence level. Likewise, Belle searched for

evidence for !$%@#)'&(G:<28=F by searching for :<2>=?
systems recoiling from a 28=? in D?-DEl:1028=? annihilations [5]. Here no signal is seen and an upper limit
 
! !6%@#&')(n:<28=F(
z z
(2)
' f '
 
! !6%@#)')(A B A  (

was established at the 90% CL. These limits would be con
tradictory if the !6%@#)')( and the !$%)@#&')( were the same
state seen in different production modes. Thus, the best
current evidence indicates that these two states are distinct.

BaBar’s confirmation of the ptM{{
In 2008, BaBar [11] reported a study of K:<28=? in
which the :<2>=? invariant mass distribution shows a nearthreshold peaking that is qualitatively similar to !$%)@#&')(
peak previously reported by Belle. However, the BaBar
values for mass and width derived from fitting their data
are both lower than the corresponding values reported by
Belle: 
Wn%@>]# `  Z] f  MeV (BaBar) compared to
EM` T
c
%)@#&%Zu]]Zu]b% MeV (Belle), and WN%%
Z+' f  MeV
EM
(BaBar) compared to .0/ Zs114Zs1 MeV (Belle). Part of the
difference might be attributable to the larger data sample


used by BaBar (350 fb E compared to Belle’s 253 fb E ),
which enabled them to use smaller :<2>=? mass bins in their
analysis.

Belle’s new ¡8¢ mass peak in £¡£¥¤¦¡8¢
New to this meeting is a report from Belle of a dramatic and rather narrow peak in the cross section for 787s
:<28=? [12] that is consistent with the mass and width reported for the G!$%)@#)'&( by the BaBar
z group.
Belle selects events with 4¡ E4 and §§?E (§Wp¨ or D )
tracks that have a net transverse momentum that less than
100 MeV. In events with ©«ª&©¬ near ®K¯F°± , the threez pion
system is found to be dominated by :²d- E4 decays; likewise, in events where 
is near ®s´ , the dilep`³
tons are almost all from 28=Fvµ§b§?E decays. After ap® ´ ¶
%' MeV &
plication of the requirements ¶ 
`³·
¶ © ª © ¬
®C¯F°±¡¶
1\ MeV and vetoing  events with a
·
 invariant mass distribution for the :
d¸ - E¡28=F , the
28=? candidates, shown in Fig. 1, shows a sharp peak near
threshold and not much else.
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Figure 1: The :<28=F mass distribution for selected events.
The solid curve in Fig. 1 shows the result of a fit
x
that uses a phase-space-weighted, resolution-broadened wave Breit Wigner (BW) function plus a smooth background function that is forced to zero
eÌ for masses below
c
WÍ%% f ]?=1@ , gives
threshold. The fit, which has a  =?Ë
preliminary results for the resonance parameters of this

peak, dubbed the





!6%@U]F\( , of:

(3)
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The dashed curve in Fig. 1 shows the result of a fit with no
BW term. The statistical significance of the signal, determined from the square root of the change in likelihood for
the fits with and without a BW term and with the change in
«Ì
taken into account, is / f ]bÚ . The systematic errors on
Ë
these parameters are determined by varying the selection
requirements and fitting procedure.
This preliminary value for the mass is about 1Ú different
from that of the L!$%@)%'&( ( W¥%@&1@4ZG\ Z1 MeV, indicating that these two peaks are distinct and not different decay
channels of the same state. On the other hand, there is good
agreement between these preliminary results and the mass
and width quoted by BaBar for the “ !$%)@#&')( ,” which is
also seen in :<28=F .
The :<2>=? acceptance depends on the 243 value. For
2 3WÓ' , Belle determines
 

 ÛFÛM! !6%@U]F\(*( ! !6%@U]F\(4²:<2>=?(¡W¥@ZÓ]b 4Ü  ÐÑÝ
E 
(6)

where !6%@>]_\( is used
to
denote
this
new
candidate
state.

Whether or not the !$%)@U]_\)( is the same as the G!$%)@#)'&( ,
it has the same difficulty with a charmonium assignment.
Using the total width measurement

 given above, Eq. 6 can
be rewritten as:  ÛFÛ ! !$%)@U]_\)(([! !$%@>]_\)("µ:<28=?(ßÞ
c
1')'' keV , (albeit with large ( à,Zá\'&â ) errors). If for
 ÛFÛ we apply a value that is typical for charmonium, ı.e.

ä ]à²1 keV), we find a partial [! !$%)@U]F\(ã:<28=F~(à
(1 MeV), which is quite large for charmonium. Here a
2 3W¥1 assignment would help some, but not too much.
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The å;æFç¡èé êë

The !$%).&/1)( was discovered by Belle in 2003 [13] as
a narrow peak in the 4 E[2>=? invariant mass distribution
from Lp¸
E[28=F decays. This peak was subsequently confirmed by CDF [14], D0 [15] and BaBar [16].

CDF and D0 see !$%).&/1( produced promptly in inclusive
ì ì  collisions as well as in  meson decays. In all of the experiments, the invariant mass distribution of the dipion system is consistent with originating from  íîïd E [17].
If this is the case, the i -parity of the !$%).&/1)( must be
i²Wnkm] . Charmonium states are all Isosinglets; the decay charmonium ïí>28=F violates Isospin and should be
strongly suppressed.

Comment on the <ð¡ñ value of the r*Mò{ótôt
A study of angular correlations among the d- E¡28=? final state particles by CDF led them to conclude that the

only likely 2 345 assignments for the !6%.&/1( are ]
and 1wEM , with ]b
preferred [18]. Subsequently, the 1UEt
assignment has been further disfavored by BaBar’s report


%Ú significance signals for !$%).&/1( decays to both
of
728=F and 7M  [19]. The radiative transition of a 1 Et state
to the 2>=? or  would have to proceed via a higher order
multipole term and be highly suppressed. For these reasons, the most likely 243 5 is ]b .


CDF group tried fitting their à 6000 event !6%.0/1(
E 28=F peak with two different mass Gaussians, they
rule out a mass difference of less that 3.6 MeV (95% CL)


for equal
and
production [22].
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The r*Mò{ótôt mass


An intriguing feature ofz the
!6%.0/1( is its close proxz
imity in mass to the AsB A  mass threshold. This has

stimulated a number of papers that interpret the !$z %).&/1(
as z a molecule-like arrangement comprised of a AKB - and
 -meson [20]. Critical to these models is whether the
A
!$%.0/1)( mass is above or below ®Kõöe÷skø®sõ¡÷ . In
2008, Belle reported a new result for the mass of the


E 28=F deÕeúûúSÕ using the !$%).&/1)(
!$%.0/1)( determined
ù ý cþ Wg%.0/0] f #&~Z+' f %&/~Z+' f '&/ MeV [21].
cay mode: Nü
`*Ü
This year, the CDF group reported an even more precise measurement of the mass using the same decay chanõ¡ÿ
5 ý cþ W%).&/w] f U]ÎZ ' f ]bZ ' f ]b@ MeV [22]. A
nel: Nü
`*Ü
new world average that includes these new measurements
plusÖ other results that use the 4- E¡28=? decay mode is

 üý cþ W %.0/0] f #&<Z+' f ]b@ MeV. This
the !6%.0/1(
z puts
z
`*Ü
within about one part in ]_' T of the AsB A  mass threshold:
®Cõöe÷kg®sõ[÷GW %.0/0] f .U]<ZÓ' f %) MeV
z z [23], and sets the
binding energy of any possible ACB A  component of the

!$%.0/1)( at ' f %)\áZg' f #8] MeV. Note that any significant
·
improvements in the precision
of this quantity will require
z
improvement in the A
mass determination, which is currently known to within Zm]b.)' keV [23]. This is something
that BES-III could provide.

 


Another interpretation suggests that the !6%.&/1( is a
tightly bound diquark-diantiquark system [24, 25]. In this
picture the existence of nearby partner states is expected.

The observed !$%).&/1)( , which is produced in  de
cays,z is interpreted as a  &  combination (dubbed
).
In 
¦ U
E[2>=? , one should see a partner state,

W     combination,which differs in mass by
the
x
.ãZ % MeV [26]. In addition, Isospin and Flavor!6%)(



Ù
partner states (e.g., ¥Wq    and
Wv &  ) are also
expected to exist.

BaBarz searched for a charged version of the z !$%).&/1( in
the E4 28=F mass distribution in  -E4 28z =? decays and found no evidence for a signal in either  or 
decays
BaBar 90% CL upper limit on the number
z [27]. The

of 
h
E events is 15.9 events, which should be
compared to the Isospin symmetry expectation of /\Zî1\ .

They rule out an isovector hypothesis for the !$%).&/1( with
99.99% confidence.

Both Belle [21] and BaBar [28] measured
the !6%.&/1(
z
Ù
J
E[2>=?
mass for m¥j - E¡28=? and 
decays separately. They both find mass differences that are
 ü
WÓ' f 14ZG' f @dZG' f % MeV
consistent with zero:  ü
·
for Belle and 1 f /Z ] f ZI' f # MeV for BaBar. The









With a data sample containing 447M
z z  z   meson pairs,
Belle observed a near-threshold
mass enhanceA
A 
z z z

ment
in
decays
that,
when
interpreted
j




A
A
z z z


!6%.0/1(Í
A A 
!$%).&/1)( massz ofz
as
, gave an
 c
%.0/\ f #tZ' f / c z  MeV [29]. BaBar studied ACB A 

with a sample of 383M    pairs and found a similar nearthreshold enhancement
if considered to be duez the
z that,
z

AsB A  , gave a mass of %.0/\ f ] z  Ü Z
the !$%).&/1)(

' f \ MeV [30]. These mass values are distinctly higher
than that seen for the 4 E[28=F channel and this raised
some hope that these may be the neutral partner state predicted by the diquark-diantiquark z model.
However, a subz
sequent Belle study of ACB A  based on 657M  z  
pairs
finds a mass for the near threshold peak of %.0/1 f @ z 
z
T
z  T MeV, much closer to the value determined fromE the
E 
E 28=F decay channel.
In the meantime, Braaten andz co-authors
have pointed
z
out that in a narrow decayingz ACB A  molecular system the
decays ofz the constituent A B are important and the width
of the AsB distorts the decay line shape in this channel [31,
 or AGB A  to a BW function,
32]. Therefore, fitting the A A
as the experiments have done, does not give reliable values
for either the mass or width.







Belle study of ¸¤


Are there r*Mò{ótôt partner states?




   

r*tòtótz ôt z

If, in fact, the !$%.0/1)( is a AsB A  molecule, it is a
very strange object. The small value for the binding
en-z
z
ergy given above means that the constituent AKB and A 
are generally very far apart in space: for the central value,
MeV, their rms separation would be a huge
i.e.
ù WÓ' f 1\
6 fermis or higher [32]. In such a case, the constituent AKB
and the A  would rarely be near enough to each other to allow for the formation of a 28=? , which has to happen for the
- E¡28=F decay to occur. Likewise, it would seem that the
prompt production of such a fragile object in high energy
ì ì  collisions, as seen by CDF [14] and D0 [15], would also
be improbable.
In fact, the production characteristics of

the !$%.0/1)( in "Wv] f @ GeV ì ì  collisions, such as the
ì & rapidity distributions and the ratio of prompt production vs. production via  -meson decays, are very similar to
those of the well established  charmonium state [15, 33].
To get around this, molecule advocates usually conjec
ture that the physical !6%.0/1( is a quantum mechanical
mixture of a AGB A  molecule and the 1`ba    charmonium
state (i.e. the  ) and the latter component dominates the
production and decays to final states that contain charmonium. Therefore it is of interest to compare production

characteristics of the !6%.&/1( to those of other charmonium states in  -meson decays. One common characteristic of all of the known charmonium states that are produced
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]b' f \. GeV) and nearby continuum, they also accumulate
lots of D D E annihilation data at lower energies
via the

initial-state-radiation process D?-D)E 
7
. When
the ISR gamma-ray energy is in the # à \ GeV range,
the DF-D)E annihilation occurs in the
 W%gà\ GeV
range, the energy region populated by charmonium states.
The BaBar group used the ISR process to study the cross
section for DF-D)E²
E2>=? in the charmonium region and discovered a large, relatively broad peak near
#&1' MeV [34]. BaBar’s fitted mass for this peak, which
c
Wj#&1)\@Z .
they call the !$#&1)')( , is 
MeV and
E
MeV. The !$#&1)')(
its total width is ,Wï..sZ1%
E T
was confirmed by both CLEO [35] and Belle [36]. Belle
cross-section measurements for D DE² ¡ E¡28=F in the
sWr#9à \ GeV region are shown in Fig. 4, where the
cross section at the !$#&1')( peak is à /?' pb.

.-/0'
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in  meson decays is that when they are produced in association with a  pair, the  system is always dominated
by a strong XB!6.@)')(- signal.

Belle did a study
z of !$%).&/1)( production in association
with a  in 
 E4
E2>=? decays [21]. In
a sample of 657M    pairs they see a signal of about

90 events where the 4¡ E¡28=F comes from !6%.&/1( decay. Figure 2 shows the  invariant mass distribution for
these events, where it is evident that most of the  pairs
have a phase space-like distribution, with little or no signal for 9B!$.@)')(j . This should be contrasted to the
 { events (with [ ¡ E¡28=F ) events in the
same data sample, where the  invariant mass distribution, shown in Fig. 3, is dominated by the B?!6.@)')( .
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Figure 2: The  mass distribution for 
events from ref. [21].
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Figure 4: Cross sections for D?-D)E² - E¡28=F .
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Figure 3: The  mass distribution for 
from ref. [21].
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Belle reports a XB!$.)@'&( to  non-resonant ratio of

!$l!$ E ( ö ý z þ 28=F~(


' f \)\wÝ
(7)
!$ !6
E ( 28=?(


"! $#
&%('

For comparison, from branching fractions listed in the
PDG, I estimate the corresponding ratio for 

 E¡28=F decays to be à 3.0, albeit with a large error.

The

)*+*

states produced by ISR

Thanks to the very high luminosities enjoyed by the  x
factory experiments, while they run at the ! # ( ( W

,
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Figure 5: Cross sections for D?-D)E

5.5
Ed .

The BaBar group subsequently reported a similar structure in the cross section for D?-D)E 
Ed , but in
this case the fitted mass, 
W#)%)1#KZI1?# MeV and
width rWl]?/1ZN%% MeV are both significantly higher
than the values found for the !$#&1')( [37]. Belle confirmed the general features of the BaBar 4¡ E4 peak but,

thanks to a larger data sample (673 fb E for Belle com
pared to 272 fb E for BaBar) they found that the structure
is formed from two narrower peaks. Belle’s fit to these

Can these be charmonium states?
There is only one unassigned ])E4E charmonium state in
this mass region, the %&`yA  level. This might accommodate
the !$#))')( , but there is no room in the spectrum for all
three of the peaks discussed above. A tantalizing feature
of all three of these states is the total absence of any corresponding peaking features in the total cross section for
DF-D)E annihilation into hadrons at the same energy. Figure 6 shows BES measurements of
W²Ú-!6D_[DEÍ
õ !$DF-D)E^ ¨ ¨ E( in the same energy reR>P(*=Ú
gion, where the cross section exhibits dips near the locations of the ! #&1'&( and G! #)%)'&( [39]. (The BES
measurements do not span the G! #))'&( region.)
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Figure 6: The cross section for D D E  hadrons in the
charmonium region measured by BES (from ref. [40]).
The absence of any evidence for G! #&1'&( ( ! #&%)')( ) decays to open charm implies that the d- E¡28=? (
Ed )
partial width is large: the analysis of ref. [40] gives
E 28=F~(
a 90% CL lower limit [!6! #01)')( 

\'. keV, which should be compared to the corresponding
¡ E¡28=F partial widths of established ])E4E charmonium
states: 89.1 keV for the  and 44.6 keV for the ~  [23].
Belle and BaBar have exploited ISR to make measurements of cross sections for exclusive open-charm final
states in this energy range [41, 42]. These are discussed
in detail at this meeting by Galina Pakhlova. She reports
that the exclusive channels that have been measured so
far — the sum of which very nearly saturates the total
inclusive cross section — show no evidence for peaking

near the masses of the  states. The one exception is
D D E 
  E , which has a threshold peak in the vicinity
of the !$#))')( peak mass [42].

A@ @

DC /E F 

Search for  ô1BM{}¤

using ISR

The most commonly invoked theoretical explanation for
the ISR-produced ])E4E^ states is that they are   -gluon
hybrids [43], i.e. mesons containing a   pair plus an excited gluonic field.
ý þ From
ý þ this point of view, the lack of any
evidence for A B A  B decays is explained by the theoretically motivated expectation that the relevant open-charm
thresholds for   -gluon hybrids are  õ öö kN õ , where
AGBØB designates the low-lying a -wave charmed mesons:
z
the lowest of these are the very wide 243¥W ')9A !61?#&''&(
Þ 1%&\' MeV and Þ¸1' MeV, and the narwith 
AF! 1?#01')( with 
Þ 1?#&1' MeV and
row 2 3 W ]
NÞ 1' MeV. Note that there is considerable overlap between the broad !$#&1')( peak and the thresholds for both
z
AGBØBWÍA !61?#&''&( and AGBØBßWA  !61#&1'&( . The prominent
z
decay modes of the A !61#)')')( and A  !61?#01'&( are Aß and
AGB , respectively. Therefore, searches for the ! #01)')( in
 and AGB Aß
 channels are
both the exclusive D?-D)EA Aß
especially important.
In 2008, Belle z [44] published the ISR measurements
of Ú-!6DF¡D)E A ACE44( shown in Fig. 7, show a strong
Î!$##>]F\( signal. (This is seen to be due to o! ##8]_\)(
AGc B !61#)'&( A  , where AGc B !61#))')( is the 2 Wj1KAsBØB state,
and this observation strongly supports the Î!$##>]F\( assignx
ment to the Î! # ( charmonium state [8].) However, the
A z ! 1?#&'')( A 
data show no indication of a G! #01'&(
signal as expected for a   -gluon hybrid assignment for
the !$#&1)')( f In fact, the cross section is consistent with
zero throughout the !$#&1')( mass region, at least within
the à Zm]_'' pb errors of the data points. Note that the
E 28=F
cross section (in Fig. 4 above) for D D E 
at the G! #&1'&( peak is àO/?' pb, which indicates that
z
!$#&1)')(-A ! 1?#&'')( A  decays cannot be much more frequent than !$#&1')(-²4 E¡28=F decays.
σ(nb)

two peaks give ^Wv#&%U]~Zg@}Zp@ MeV & width  W
/?#tZG]F\8ZG]b' MeV (the !$#)%)')( ) cWÓ#)#tZG])]0Zã\ MeV
&  c Wq#&.áZ ]_\}Zg% MeV (the ! #&)')( ) [38]. Figure 5
shows Belle’s DF D)E
- Ed cross section measurements, where the two peak values corresponding to the
G! #&%@&( and the G! #))'&( are à.)' pb & à \' pb, respectively, and similar to the peak cross-section value for
the ! #01)')( shown in Fig. 4.
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In this meeting, Galina Pakhlova providedz the first report
[( shown in
of new Belle results for Ú-!$D?-D)Eî;AGByE A 
Fig. 8 [45]. Here, although the error bars are larger, there
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is also no sign at all of a !$#&1)')( signal (or, for that matter, a !$#)%)\')( signal, or a ! #&)')( signal). The curve in
the figure shows a fit that includes a Î! #)#>]F\( term and a
smooth background;
the o! #)#>]_\)( signal yield from this fit
 z
 events with a statistical significance of
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Figure 9: The 4  invariant mass distribution for 
 decays (from ref. [2]).




 4( distribution from ref. [45].
Figure 8: Ú-!$D?¡D)E¥µAGB Aß
The curve show results of the fit described in the text.
A fit to the data in Fig. 8 using two incoherent BreitWigner functions, one to represent the ! #01)')( and the
other for the Î!$##8]_\( , plus an incoherent smooth background
term give
a 90% CL upper limit on !$!$#&1')(
z

A AGByE4 ¡(= !$!$#&1')(O
E¡28=F~(
]_\ . Consid
eration of the possibility of coherent destructive
interference between the different fit components could inflate this
upper limit by as much as a factor of four, but even this
would be pretty small compared to ratio between branching fractions for specific open-charm modes and that for
¡ E¡28=F for the o!$%&/)/?'&( charmonium state, which are
of the order àh1)\' [23]. Similar limits obtain for the
G! #&%)\'&( & !$#))')( . These results are discussed in Galina
Pakhlova’s report in these proceedings.

The charged

G

states

Belle’s L! #)#)%)')( signal is the sharp peak in the 4-

4  decays
invariant mass distribution from 
shown in Figure 9 [2]. A fit using a BW resonance function
gives a mass of 
z W #)#)%)%ÎZ#"Zg1 MeV and total width

of pWv#&\  s4`
MeV, with an estimated statistical sig
E ` `
nificance of more than )Ú . Consistent signals are seen in
various subsets of the data: i.e. for both the <§§?E
& ~
E[28=? subsamples, the ~ ( 28=F ) µDF D)E &
¨ ¡¨ E subsamples, etc.
Figure 10 shows the Dalitz plot for the ;4 
event candidates, where vertical bands for îB?!6.@'&(- 
and 9c B !]b#)%'&(; are evident and the L! ##&%'&( shows
c
! {  (îW
up as a horizontal band of events between 
c
]_@
1' GeV . (In the q! { ( distribution of Fig. 9, the
the 9B bands are suppressed by cuts on the  masses.)

IH

c
c
Figure 10: The 
!$4( (horizontal) vs. 
! {  ( (vertical) Dalitz plot distribution for candidate h
 {~

events (from ref. [2]).

Is the JXM{t{LK a reflection from  dynamics?
A danger in searching for resonant structures in the {<
channel in three-body  {~ decays is the possibility
that dynamics in the  channel can cause mass structures
in the { invariant mass distribution that have no relation
to {  dynamics. This is because energy-momentum conservation imposes a tight correlation between the decay angle (V ) in the  system [46] and the {~ invariant mass.
³
c
In fact, 
! { ( is very nearly proportional to PwV ³ .
As a result, interference between different partial waves
in the  system can produce peaks in the q!${~ ( that
are merely “reflections” of structures in PUV . However,
³
in the kinematically allowed  mass range for ,{~
x
decay, only , a and A partial waves are significant,
and this limited set of partial waves can only produce fake
{ mass peaks at a discrete set of mass values.

M;

M;

M;

In the case of the L! #)#)%)')( , the 4  peak mass corÞn' f 1\ , and it is not possible to proresponds to PUV
³
duce a peak near PwV
³ Þ' f 1\ with any combination
of interfering ;W'>Ý]
1 partial waves without introducing larger additional structures at other PUV val³
ues. This is illustrated in Fig. 11, where the histogram
shows the distribution of PwV values for a MC sample
³
of I X"!$##)%)')( , L! #)#)%'&(<;{ events where the 
mass and width closely correspond to Belle’s reported values. The curves in the figure show the results of trying to
x
make a peak at at the same location with interfering , a
and A partial waves in the  channel. (Here both longitudinally and transversely polarized < ’s are considered,
and no attempt is made to restrict the strength of each term
x
to that seen for the -, a - and A -wave  components in
the data.) These curves show that although a peak can be
made at PwV Þ ' f 1)\ , it is necessarily accompanied by
³
much larger peaks near PwV ÞIZm] . No such structures
³
are evident in the { mass plot of Fig. 9.

N

M;

OH
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M;

M;

M;

300

c
! { ( Dalitz
The data points in Fig. 12 shows the 
plot projection with the prominent  B bands removed (as
in Fig. 9) compared with the results of the fit with no 
resonance, shown as a dashed histogram, and that with a
 resonance, shown as the solid histogram. The fit with
the  is favored over the fit with no  by  f #&Ú . The fit

ted mass, ïWN#)##)% s
c
 MeV, agrees within the sysE
E `
tematic errors with the earlier Belle result; the fitted width,
NWn]_'&/  s Ü T MeV, is larger, but also within the new
E T `E
analysis’systematic errors of the previous result. In the default fit, the  resonance was assumed to have zero spin.
Variations of the fit the included a 2uWn] assignment for
the  as well as models that included additional, hypothetical XB resonances with floating masses and
widths, and radically different parameterizations of the 
x
-wave amplitude do not change the conclusions [49]z The
product branching
fraction from the Dalitz fit: !$



 ([W !$% f 1 z     ( 9]_' E is not
9 (
!e

E  [E 
in strong contradiction with the BaBar 95% CL upper limit
of % f ] ]_'wE .
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Figure 11: The histogram shows the M PwV !

³ distribution
for a MC-generated { resonance with 
W # f #)% GeV
and Wg' f '&\ GeV. The curves show the results of attempts
to produce a peak in the vicinity of the data with interfering
x
, a and A waves in the  channel.

A Dalitz analysis of ¸¤

<¢QP

After the BaBar group did not confirm [47] the
L! #)#)%)')(ï  mass peak in their analysis of 
{  decays [4], the Belle group performed a reanalysis of their data that took detailed account of possible reflections from the  channel. Specifically, they modeled the ²{ process as the sum of two-body decays  
XB  , where XB denotes all of the known
XB resonances that are kinematically accessible,
and both with and without a r X component, where
 denotes a resonance that decays to {~ [48]. The results
of this analysis, details of which are provided by Ruslan
Chistov in these proceedings, confirm the basic conclusions
of Belle’s 2007 publication.
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Figure 12: The data points show the 
! { ( projection
of the Dalitz plot with the XB bands removed. The histograms show the corresponding projections of the fits with
and without a Ó²{ resonance term.

Two charged J peaks in the XK(Y[Z/\ channel
In addition to the L! ##&%'&( , Belle has presented results
of an analysis of ¸    decays that require two
c
!64(
resonant states in the 4  channel [3]. The 
c
! { y( Dalitz plot, shown in Fig. 13, shows vervs. 
tical bands of events corresponding to îB!6.@'&(
and 9c B !]b#)%)')(á , plus a broad horizontal band near
c
c

!${  (oÞ ]?/ f \ GeV , indicating a possible resonance
in the 4   channel. In this case, this horizontal band
corresponds to PwV Þ ' , a location where interference
³
between partial waves in the  channel can produce a
peak and, thus, a detailed Dalitz analysis is essential.
In this case the kinematically allowed mass range for the
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The number of m states continues to grow. Here I

:<28=F mass
have reported on a new Belle !6%@>]_\(9
peak in 787O:<2>=? [12]. In another talk at this meeting, Kai Yi reported on the CDF group’s evidence for the
!$#>]#&')( , a narrow 428=F resonance in mh 428=F
decays with mass #8]#)% f 'sZÍ1 f @CZø] f 1 MeV and width
]] f / y ` ZÓ% f  MeV [50]. The statistical significance for
E
this state is % f .)Ú and it needs to be confirmed in other experiments. However, this may not occur soon since, as
Yi pointed out, the  -factory experiments have poor ac28=? , with with 428=F in this mass
ceptance for  
range.
The mass and width of Belle’s new :<2>=? peak
agrees well with BaBar’s mass and width values for the
G!$%@#)'&( :¡ resonance seen in ¸K:<28=F decays. It is likely that these are the same state, and maybe
we should start calling the G!$%)@#)'&(  the !$%@>]_\)( . The
lower mass would make this state more amenable to an
assignment as the  z charmonium state, but the large
[!6²µ:<2>=?( partial width remains problematic. Belle
expects to present an analysis of K:<28=F decays with
their full data sample (i.e. with nearly four times the data
that were used for the original !$%)@#&')( paper) sometime
in the near future.

!$%).&/1( and the
z As measurements of the
 masses of the
A
meson improve, the !$%).&/1)( gets closer and closer to
®sõ ÷
the ®Cõ ÷ kY®sõ ö«÷ mass threshold:  üÎý cþ
·
·
`*Ü
®sõ öe÷ W
' f %) \ãZN' f #8] MeV. Braaten points out that if
·
the 2 3 5 of the !6%.&/1( is ]_ , as seems most likely, this

nearness to the mass threshold
implies that the !6%.0/1(
z
z
x
has to be an -wave A A  B molecular state with a huge,
àN fermi, rms separation. It not clear how the production
characteristics in high energy ì ì  collisions of such a fragile extended object could be so similar to those of the very
compact and tightly bound  charmonium state. Another
question is how do the  and   quarks in such widely separated open charm mesons ever get close enough to form the
28=F that is produced in the relatively frequent d- E¡28=F
decay channel?
New data from Belle show no sign for any of the ])EdE
 states decaying to AsBB A  final states, as would be expected if they are   -gluon hybrid states. In general, the
total lack of any sign
ý þ of
ý þ any signals
ý þ for any of the ]&EdE
 states in the A B A  B and A A  B
channels suggests
E 28=F (
E  ) partial widths might well be
that the
much larger than the 508 keV lower limit for the !$#&1')(
presented in ref. [40]. Any model that addresses these
states should include some mechanism to enhance the partial widths for these transition to vector charmonium states.
Such a mechanism is not obviously present for ]&E4Eg  gluon hybrids: for these, Lattice QCD calculations indicate that the   pair is primarily in a spin-singlet state [51].
Thus, rather than being enhanced, transitions to a 28=F or
 are expected to be suppressed because of the required
spin-flip of one of the charmed quarks.
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Figure 13: The 
!$4( (horizontal) vs. 
$! { ( (vertical) Dalitz plot distribution for candidate h
{ 
events (from ref. [3]).

[]

 system extends beyond the B !]F/.'&( -wave reso`
x
nance and -, a -, A - and -wave terms for the  system are are included in the model. The fit with a single
resonance in the  h{  channel is favored over a fit
with only XB resonances and no  by more than ]b'Ú .
Moreover, a fit with two resonances in the {  channel
is favored over the fit with only one  resonance by \ f /Ú .
The fitted masses and
widths of these two resonances are:
cz
c
T c*Üc MeV and
^<Wg#&')\w]¡Zp]b#
 z MeV and <W¥.)1 
E T
E ÜE

 MeV and dcW]F/)/ T 4`  MeV.
îcW #01?#). Tc T
E KEt`
Et` E
The product branching fractions have central values similar to that for the "!$##&%')( but with large errors. Figure 14 shows the q! { ( projection of the Dalitz plot
with the  B bands excluded and the results of the fit with
no Í{  resonances and with two r{  resonances.
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Figure 14: The data points show the q!${  ( projection
of the Dalitz plot with the B bands removed. The histograms show the corresponding projections of the fits with
and without the two Ó²{  resonance terms.
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If the charged  states reported by Belle in the d  and
 channels are in fact meson resonances, they would
be “smoking guns” for exotics. It is therefore important
that the Belle results get confirmed by other experiments.
BaBar made an extensive study of  jd  that neither confirmed nor contradicted the Belle "!$##&%')( result.
A similar BaBar study of v4   might prove more
conclusive. CDF can access the "!$##)%)')(* and we look
forward to results from them in the near future. In the
meantime, Belle remains confident that their analyses are
 
sound and the peaks that are seen in the d¡ and
invariant mass distributions are not due to reflections from
dynamics in the  system.

A few final comments
A number of theoretical models have been proposed for
the m states:

b
b

molecules, either of two open charmed mesons or of
light mesons with charmonium;

b

diquark-diantiquarks;

b

  -gluon hybrids;
hadroncharmonium, bound states of charmonium with
highly excited light mesons.

molecules

z z
Its closeness to the AsB A  mass threshold plus the accumulating evidence for a ]
2 3 5 assignment make the

x
identification
of the !$%.0/1)( as a loosely bound -wave
z z
AsB A  molecule inescapable [52]. Although some of the
other states Ì are near two-body thresholds (e.g. the G! #))'&(
z
is near
Ì z the !$@).'&(« threshold and has been attributed to
an !$@).')( molecule [53]), this is not a universal feature
of these states. One difficulty with interpreting a state as
bound light meson plus charmonium system is the identification of a binding mechanism. The , í , : , etc. mesons do
not couple to charmonium states and, thus, normal nuclearphysics-like binding mechanisms do not apply.
In a talk presented at this meeting, Raquel Molina presented an interesting model that identified the !6%@#)' ,

L!$%)@#&')( & !$#>]_')( as dynamically generated states proÙ Ù
duced by AsB A  B and AGB A  B interactions [54]. This model
reproduces the measured masses of these states quite well,
but does not address other properties, like the large :<28=F
partial width of the !$%)@#)'&( . In his talk, Daniel Gamer
mann presented a dynamical model that forms the !$%).&/1)(
from A  B A  interactions and explicitly addresses
the decays
z
E[2>=? and 4 E4 28=? [55].
of the !$%).&/1( to

diquark-diantiquarks
The diquark-diantiquark picture necessarily implies the
x
!$%)( partexistence of a rich array
of Isospin and Flavor
ners for each of the  states. To date, no such partner
states have been observed.

c c  -gluon hybrids
Problems with   -gluon hybrid assignments are discussed above. Although these continue to be the favored
interpretation for the ]EdE9 states, this is not because of
any of their specific properties (other than their masses) that
have been measured to date.   -gluon hybrids are necessarily electrically neutral, so this interpretation does not apply
to the charged  states.

Hadrocharmonium
Dubynskiy and Voloshin have investigated a QCD version of a van der Waal’s force and found that it can be
sufficiently strong to bind light hadrons to a charmonium
core in the case where the light hadron is a highly excited
resonance [56]. The resulting “hadro-charmonium” states
would rather naturally have large partial widths for decays
to light hadrons plus charmonium, which is a common fea
ture of the m states. However, this idea has not been
used to make any detailed predictions, so it is difficult to
evaluate its applicability. NoteÌ that this scheme probably
z
cannot be invoked to bind an !6@.)')( to a  to form a
to the suggestion of ref. [53] mentioned
!$#))')( according
Ì z
above, since the !$@.)')( , a ground-state scalar meson, is
hardly a highly excited resonance.


The  states remain a mystery and, therefore, continue to be interesting.
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